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‘Open the Book’: Using the Bible
For Christians, the Bible is a key source for matters of faith and ideas of God. It tells
the story of salvation and records the life of Christ and the teachings of the early
church. Its pages contain material that has informed and forged Western culture.
As a book it has been translated into more languages than any other throughout
history with new translations still being made.
Collective Worship in schools is a good place to share the stories and teachings of
the Bible and to provide time to consider them in relation to life and living.
Ignorance of such an important and influential book in British culture can not be
condoned whatever the faith background of staff or pupils.
Good, lively but also reflective ways of sharing Bible
stories with children are what many schools look for.
‘Open the Book’ has introduced children (and in many
cases adults) to the stories the Bible contains; it has
also proved highly successful in helping schools forge
links with local Christian churches, provided useful
links for RE lessons and strengthened community
relations.

What is “Open the Book”?
"Open the Book" is a series of 90 or more ten-minute Bible
stories presented weekly in collective worship (school
assembly) over three school years.
Originating in Bedford, and now under the auspices of the
Bible Society, It has become a national project with many
many primary schools across the country now having their
own OTB team of storytellers.
The stories for ‘Open the Book’ are taken from the child-friendly “Lion Storyteller
Bible" written by Bob Hartman, the internationally-known children’s storyteller.
Currently the first 30 short stories give “The Big Picture” of the Bible from Genesis to
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Acts and are told in Year 1. Year 2 and 3 cover “Jesus and the Early Church” and
“Heroes, Heroines and Children in the Bible”.

How did ‘Open the Book’ start?
It began as the vision of one man in Bedford with the
commitment and energy to galvanise others into
action. The first year of “Open the Book” began in
September 1999 and rapidly spread to more than sixty
schools in and around Bedford. Over that period more
than 250 people from different local churches worked
together in local teams as storytellers.
Gloucester schools took on the project and it spread equally quickly there.
The “Open the Book” family now stretches from Jersey to Aberdeen, spread mainly
by storytellers and head teachers telling others!
Local RE advisers and the Diocesan Schools’ Advisers nationwide support the project
and several are actively involved in setting up training and encouraging the
development of new local teams.

How are does the project operate?
The stories are told by teams of volunteers from local churches, trained either locally
or nationally. Drama is used to bring the stories to life with thought being given to
involving all the children present, maybe with actions or sounds. The stories may be
accompanied by visual aids and costumes, made locally by a props team, and shared
by several storytelling teams.
The storytellers have a “how-to-doit” booklet written by an
experienced teacher to reflect the
nature of school assemblies.
They are also given a short one
paragraph introduction to use, a
brief prayer and a QMFR (Quiet
Moment for Reflection) usually
linked to an ‘I wonder’ type question
for children to think about. The
introduction to the prayer / QMFR is carefully worded to show respect to the
different backgrounds of those present.

What should schools know?
•

Open the Book is offered without charge to primary schools.

•

The first 30 stories follow in sequence from the Bible. The only exception is
telling the Christmas story at Christmas-time.

•

Each team brings with it a set of visual aids.
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•

Teams go into schools on a regular day of the week, agreed in advance.

•

Schools can request a timetable which shows which story will be told each
week.

•

Stories take about 10 minutes and are offered within a school assembly.
Teams only tell the story and lead a short prayer and thought at the end.

Props may be shared with other teams and may be needed in other schools
so varying the day can be difficult once a team begins to visit regularly.

Some teams offer a song, maybe with actions, if schools would like this.
•

The storytellers come as invited guests at the head teacher’s discretion.

•

CRB checks are encouraged.

The ‘Open the Book’ Code of Practice
To ensure storytellers stay within the legal requirements for Collective Worship, each
‘Open the Book’ team agrees to:
 present the story simply i.e. to offer a Bible story, not
a sermon
 liaise closely with the school they serve e.g. over
timing
 prepare stories to the best of their ability
 show respect and sensitivity to those of other faiths,
and of none
 be on time and keep to time
 make minimal demands on the school.
 bring their own visual aids and take them away

What are the benefits of ‘Open the Book’?
If you read through a selection of Ofsted and especially
SIAMS Reports, you will find positive mention of local
‘Open the Book’ teams. The benefits of an ‘Open the
Book’ team are not just those of impressing the
inspection team, however.
For teachers and other school professionals, this project has become
a valuable resource, providing a strong, regular and long-running feature
for assembly times. It has become an opportunity ….
for local churches to work together to serve pupils and teachers, and to
share the Bible stories which mean such a lot to them as Christians. It is
not an opportunity for evangelism and a strict code of conduct is used for
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each storytelling team.
for schools to engage positively with stories which are important culturally
for all pupils to know, to meet members of both of the Christian faith and
the local community, and to build links for the children with familiar faces,
who might later be invited back to an RE lesson or met on a visit to a
church.
Some schools invite their ‘Open the Book’ team to visit for
one year. Others have enjoyed it so much that they go on
with a second and third year, covering 90 or more Bible
stories in all. Some schools are now on their second or third
time through the whole series.

What do the children think?
Here are the thoughts of two children:
Wednesday is my favourite day because it’s
the Open the Book assembly – overheard in a
school corridor
It makes the stories seem as if they’re really
happening - Year 4 pupil Gloucester

Where can we find out more?
‘Open the Book’ has a national website; a large proportion of the website is available
to the general public but the stories, support and resource sections are only open to
those signed up as members.
https://www.biblesociety.org.uk/get-involved/open-thebook/?source_code=99012_openthebook.net
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